
Modern Technique  

with Elyse Morckel   

Course Outlines & Objectives   
These courses are designed to instruct Modern dance forms and techniques to advanced level students. Dancers 

will learn about modern dance through physical practice, in-class discussions, group activities, and live 

performances. Modern dance is essentially an American art form developed by women at the turn of the 20th 

century, to express thoughts, feelings, and ideas that they felt other popular dance styles of the time (Vaudeville 

and Ballet) could not express.  

 

Classroom Expectations 

1. Arrive to class ON TIME. If you are late or are unable to attend class, students are expected to call the 

dance studio to inform me, your teacher. Consistent attendance is expected. We will hold ourselves to 

this standard to better discipline ourselves. 

2. Come dressed for dance class. Proper dance attire will be upheld. As dancers you are expected to be 

prepared for class even in your appearance. Dancers must wear a leotard (any color) with tights and 

proper undergarments. Over this, dancers may choose to wear dance shorts or athletic style pants. Knee 

pads are highly encouraged but not required. No shoes are required, bare feet only. Hair must be worn up 

and out of the face to prevent distraction or injury, styles can differ depending on the length of the 

dancer’s hair. If the dancer comes to class not properly attired, there will be a discussion with the teacher 

after class. Learning to take time to pack or lay out your dance clothes before class helps to develop skills 

that will benefit each of you outside of the studio.  

3. Be respectful, of your teacher, your fellow students, your studio space, and of yourself, at all times. Listen 

with full attention in class to the lessons your teacher prepares for you, be kind and helpful to peers in 

and out of class and treat the studio like it is your home. Hold yourselves to a high standard so we can all 

learn in a safe and positive environment.  

 

Class descriptions: 

Advanced Level 1: Students are introduced to parallel positions of the body, floorwork, functionality of breath, 

under curves through the body, understanding use of pile & work on executing inversions and shoulder rolls safely 

as well as the Introduction of improvisation and basic dance composition etc.  

 

Advanced Level 2: Students build upon their understanding of concepts learned in level 1 to master those skills 

with precision and detail. Exercises in class will become more complex and layered and students will be asked to 

pick up choreographed material faster than before. Students will work on building endurance and strength.  

 

Advanced Level 3: Foundational knowledge of technique is expected & required. Dancers are also expected to 

have the skill and strength to execute even more complex and difficult choreography quickly. Dancers will also be 

expected to bring more individual artistry and personal interpretation of choreography to become stronger 

performers.  

 

Advanced Level 4:  Highest level of understanding and precise execution of technique are mandatory. Students be 

able to put up material quickly and will be expected to perform it with accurate quality and dynamics. Students 

should feel comfortable not only learning set choreography but also in the making of their own material through 

improvisation and compositional exercises for performance use. Dancers should be prepared to push themselves 

past the preconceived notions as we explore the idea of what is dance. 



 

Holiday Music: We do use holiday themed music during the fall/winter months.  Please inform your teacher if this 
will make your child uncomfortable & we can make adjustments. 
 


